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Real Time?
In what ways can a program be related to time in the environment
(the real time)?

Salvador Dali, The Persistence of Memory.
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Real-time events to react to

So far: how to sample the real-time clock to know about time
Now: how to take action after a certain amount of time

Example
The wheel is an engine crankshaft
and we have to emit ignition
signals to each cylinder
How to postpone program execution until certain time
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Reacting to real time events
Very poor man’s solution
Consume a fixed amount of CPU cycles in a (silly) loop
int i;
for(i=0;i<N;i++); // wait
do_future_action();

Problems
1. Determine N by testing!
2. N will be highly platform dependent!
3. A lot of CPU cycles will simply be wasted!
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The problem: relative time without fixed references:
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Other common OS services share this problem: sleep, usleep
and nanosleep.
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Consider a task running a CPU-heavy function do work() every
100 millisecods. The naive implementation sing delay():
while(1){
do_work();
delay(100);
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A stable reference

What we need is a stable time reference to use as a basis whenever
we specify a relative time (instead of now).

Baselines
We introduce the baseline of a message to mean the earliest time a
message is allowed to start.

Time stamps of interrupts!
The baseline of an event is its time-stamp:
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We introduce the baseline of a message to mean the earliest time a
message is allowed to start.

Time stamps of interrupts!
The baseline of an event is its time-stamp:
Baseline: start after

Interrupt signal

Actual method execution

Bonus Questions

What are the issues with time in a distributed system? Find out
what Lamport Clocks are and explain them (in your own words) in
a few lines.
(Please send your answers by email before 17:00 tomorrow.)
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I

An external process to react to (postponed...)

I

An external process to be constrained by.

Constrained by time
Do something before a certain point in time.

Difficult
There is a limit to how fast a processor can work . . .
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Fast enough in sequential programs
I

use a sufficiently efficient algorithm

I

running it on a sufficiently fast computer

Execution time . . .
the time from program start to program stop

. . . depends on input data
So . . . the real issue is whether the Worst Case Execution Time
(WCET) for a program on a platform is small enough!
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instead a representative subset of
all cases!

Exact analysis is usually no more
feasible than exhaustive testing!

Deal with data dependencies
using semantic information and
conservative approximations.
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WCET by meassurements

Generate test cases automaticaly?
int g(int in1, int in2){
if((in1*in2)%in2==3831)
// do something that takes 300ms
else
// do something that takes 5ms
}

How likely is it that it generates data that finds the worst case?
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For one 16-bit integer as input there are 65536 cases.

Test all cases?
For two 16-bit integer as input there are 4 294 967 296 cases.
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WCET through analysis

Example
for(i=1;i<=10;i++){
if(E)
// do something
// that takes 300ms
else
// do something
// that takes 5ms
}

A conservative approximation
Each turn takes 300 ms and so
WCET = 10*300 ms!
Assume the worst, err on the safe
side!

Using semantic information
Suppose E is i<3. The test is true
at most 2 turns, WCET is
2*300+8*5 = 640ms!
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Testing

Analysis

is likely to find the typical
execution times, but finding the
worst case is much harder.

can always find a safe WCET
approximation but comming close
to the real WCET is much harder

There is a lot of research about how to obtain WCET, it is beyond
the scope of this course dealing with programming techniques.

In this course
We will assume that for any sequential program fragment a safe
WCET can be obtained either by meassurement or by analysis or
both!
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If 2 tasks share a
single processor,
there are 2 ways of
running one before
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there are 3*2 ways of
running them in
series
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there are n! ways of
running them.

Interleaving
Moreover, if tasks can be split into arbitrarily small fragments,
there are infinitely many ways of running the fragments of even
just 2 tasks!
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The schedule
is a major factor
in real-time
behaviour of
concurrent tasks!

Three issues

Deadlines
How do we express the real-time constraints a program must meet?
How do we construct a scheduler that ensures that those
constraints are met if at all possible?
Priority scheduling!

Schedulability analysis
How do we tell whether scheduling is impossible? Ahead of time or
only when it is too late? (next lecture)
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Implementing priority scheduling
static void enqueueByPriority (Msg p, Msg *queue){
Msg prev = NULL;
Msg q = *queue;
while(q && (q->priority <= p->priority) ){
prev=q;
q=q->next;
}
p->next=q;
if(prev==NULL)
*queue=p;
else
prev->next=p;
}

Replace calls to enqueue by calls to enqueueByPriority. Msg
has an extra field! See the reversed scale?
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event patterns!
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